PROJECT
REPORT

]performanc e c o n o m i e s [ allows artists to look at the
work they & their peers are making and discuss it through the
language of performance. The programme will unite artists from
across generations & geographies, to provide audiences with a
showcase of exceptional work from todays leading contemporary
practitioners.
]performanc e c o n o m i e s [ also seeks to address how artists make work & how they will continue to do so, by providing
national & international organisations the time and space to network, forging new collaborations for a sustainable future for performance art.
The project included: The ]performanc e x c h a n g e [ & In Conversation
The ]performanc e x c h a n g e [ brings together international performance organisations in order to share resources, influences,
methodologies & performance. Each event sees ]performance s p a c e [ invite two additional performance bodies to platform the
work of their peers to London audiences, followed by an opportunity for feedback on the work presented, and discussions on developing a sustainable future for performance organisations and international artist exchange.
In Conversation is a series of three digital residencies (FORMative, aGender, Install-Action) coupling artists working at the intersection of methodologies. The project will see three pairings of creatives exchange ideas across a five month period resulting in a three
week programme (one week per residency) of interdisciplinary exhibitions. These may take any shape; from a symposium or performance, to the production of a written document or installation.

FEEDBACK & ASSESSMENT:
Feedback was collected via surveys from participating artists/organisations and audiences, post individual events and at completion of the project. Feedback was primarily summative rather than formative as planned, as the majority of feedback was received
at the close of the project. However peer feedback took place during the ]performanc e x c h a n g e [ as part of the project itself,
allowing Project Managers to review & amend programming.
Impact
Social Media & web analytics:
Data was not collected continuously throughout the project as initially planned and changes in yola & tumblr settings make it no
longer possible to collect weekly analytics more than 1 month retrospectively.
The statistics collected show that our twitter, tumblr, facebook & website audiences doubled during the course of the project. This is
important when considering audience engagement due to online elements of the project (eg digital residencies). The growth in online audiences and breadth of their geography (local, national & international) are evidence that we have achieved our aim of “disseminating global best practice, from the most contemporary in our field”.

The graph shows our growth
during the project

Audience Engagement:
Audience surveys were available during the performance/ exhibitions and distributed at the end of the project. The average result of
a key survey question is evidenced below:
How would you evaluate your overall experience? Please mark from 1 to 10 (10 being the best)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Artistic content: 8.5
Informational material & online resources: 8.5
Organisation & coordination: 8
General atmosphere: 9

The surveys included the following subjective information:
“It was extremely interesting and with enough space for interaction and dialogue.. I believe ]ps[ to be one of me
most vibrant and important venues in the current artistic landscape in London. Due to its’ openness, constant interest
in questioning artistic practices and general commentary on aspects of social interactions and also its’ relentless commitment to support and produce fantastic work.”

“The online ‘digital residencies’ are an incredible lasting
resource for both my students and peers. They trace important performance art histories as well as the most contemporary theoretical & social concerns. Their balance of
personal & academic reflections are both insightful and accessible”.
Moving forward
To thoroughly assess social media & web analytics in future projects it would be necessary to increase the PR budget to ensure
there is enough paid time for this level of data collection.
We will instal google analytics on both our website, tumblr & future project specific sites as this allows detailed retrospective analysis of online audiences.

Artist & organisation surveys:
These were available during the performance/ exhibitions and at
the end of the project. The surveys included the following key
qualitative information:

“The 5 challenging and rewarding months of aGender
have transformed my practice and way of working and
also brought my work to a
far wider audience. I am currently working on developments that have come out of
this specific project that will
broaden its reach further.
The project has advanced my
career as a practicing artist and I believe I will benefit from the experience
for years to come.” - Poppy
Jackson

“...one of the most enriching events i’ve participated in in
a long time. I got so much out of being involved not only in
presenting my own work but feeling part of something bigger. You created a completely relaxed but supportive and
responsive environment that allowed the works and conversations around the works to flourish. I felt able to do
my work and participate in the discussions because you
created a space where all our work was valued equally
and given the subtle attentions they needed in their differences. There are not many organisers out there who know
how to do this well so that is why i’m saying it...” - Owen G
Parry

“Being immersed in ]performance s p a c e[ ’s environment for the days the project was alive has made me really
question my next steps in my life. I mentioned liberation
earlier and I say it with real verve as what I experienced
throughout my stay was life affirming. It has inspired me
into looking into further academic study, the creation and
realization of new works and projects and generally made
me question my current lifestyle. All these are massive
positives. It is an experience that stays with me now and
will continue to inform my daily life and potentially change
it very soon. I think it is their humble and inclusive approach to making situations happen that is really inspiring
and it is something I look to incorporate in my processes
now and for the future. To all concerned, thank you.” Christopher Mollon

EVALUATING ACHIEVEMENTS:
Industry responses:
As stated in our application, all invited artists/organisations wanted to participate. Please see attached essay from Victoria Gray
(OUI Performance & ]ps[ informal advisory board), above artist testimonials and attached informal advisory board feedback - together these argue the value of our work.
Value:
Artist & organisation surveys: The surveys provide evidence that we have achieved our aim in “disseminating global best practice,
from the most contemporary in our field”. The average result of a key survey question is evidenced below:

How would you evaluate the project and/or programming?
Artistic content & simulation: 9
Creative process: 9
Informational material & online resources: 9
Communication & feedback: 9.3
Organisation & coordination: 9.8
General atmosphere:9.3
Outcomes: 9.2
Moving forward
Future projects must improve communication & feedback post-project/ events. This will be improved with additional human resources to support Project Managers during the performance/exhibition elements of projects.
The following up/activating of project outcomes will also be improved by the above.
We must consider further how to develop audiences viewing & engagment with durational works.
Allow time for peer discussion & reflection by not programming multiple events on day (eg PerfEx the format of the final event was
perfect & reflected in the feedback).

New collaborations:
Forging new collaborations brought new & increased audiences. Our invitation to participate in such events is evidence of us “disseminating global best practice, from the most contemporary in our field”. For example:
The ]performanc e x c h a n g e [ @ Hackney WickED Festival: Hackney Wicked festival attracted 17000. Our space maintained a constant stream of audiences across the 3 day festival. As part of this we made the following key decisions:
Programming performances on the festival ‘Private View’ night - we were one of the few exhibition spaces open & the only with a
live programme.
Curating durational work outside - actively engaging passing audiences whom participated in the work.
Leaving the large roller door open it acted as a window into the space, allowing audiences to watch from a distance before entering.
‘Art for Art’s sake V’s Creative Industry’ - Programming an additional discussion including members from the local community (Jay
Miller, The Yard Theatre & Adriana Marques LLDC).
Exhibiting the In Conversation tumblrs on plasma screens throughout the festival (3 days) allowing new audiences to directly engage with the digital residencies.
In Conversation, FORMative @ ArtLicks Weekend: We were 1 of 5 spaces (out over 70 participating spaces) shortlisted for the
Workweek prize. “The Workweek Prize rewards the best artist-led or independent curatorial project in the Art Licks Weekend in October 2013”. The award was a collaboration between Art Licks & Artquest with a judging panel of Doug Fishbone, artist; Daniel Sturgis, artist; Simona Dell’Agli, Artquest Programme Coordinator.
In Conversation, aGender @ Restock Rethink Reflect, a long table on Feminism & Performance with Lois Weiver at Live
Art Development Agency: Artists Poppy Jackson & Nina Arsenault gave introductions to their practices/In Conversation & participated in the long table discussion. Following this they began a 4 day performance at ]ps[. This collaboration promoted the performance and ensured a large audience engaged in the concerns of the project, many of whom returned to experience the work on
multiple nights.
Moving forward
From January 2014 ]ps[ will relocate into a larger multi purpose venue housing several creative organisations and social enterprises. We beleive positioning ]ps[ within a diverse community will continue to develop our audiences and the wider dissemination of
performance art.

Informal Advisory Board:
The members contribute via advisory email, meetings, attendance at events and both public and internal feedback and evaluation.
Lois Kiedan (LADA) - Provided support & guidance on framing the project and applying for funding. Lois will attend the AGM (27th
January 2014) when a full evaluative report of the project will be submitted for analysis and feedback. All feedback from the AGM
will be considered and future project plans amended where appropriate.
Richard Robinson (Head of Business Development, The Legacy List) - Since project commencement our main contact at The
Legacy List is now Claire Gevaux, to whom we submitted an ‘impact & value’ report prior to the completion of a full evaluation. We
are in regular contact with Claire regarding both project & organisational developments, as well as how The Legacy List may financially support us in future projects.
Lynn Lu (Independant Artist & Academic) - Will attend the AGM in January and provided the following written feedback:
“Over the last year, ]ps[ has curated a robust, innovative and varied programme of the best of contemporary international performance art.
Although I was away from the UK a fair bit, I followed its activities with great interest via their excellent website, and
never missed an event due to their consistent and timely email/facebook announcements.
]ps[ has been a vitally essential organisation and venue for performance art in London, presenting international veterans and emerging artists alike.”
Brian Patterson (Independant Artist, Founder & Chair of Bbeyond) - Provided the following written feedback:
“...Showing work of both visiting artists and local artists was also very educational and interesting in respect to the
various natures and interests of the work presented and there was some thoughts about the cultural backgrounds
that each of the artists were coming from including the various age ranges of the artists, that informed their presentations. The public feedback session was very interesting and what struck me was the well informed awareness of
the local and global politics of the local younger artists, especially associated with ]performance s p a c e [ and the
thought was that because they have invested in the space makes them more engaged as both artists and social activists with an astute political awareness...”
Mark Greenwood (Independant Artist & Academic) - Unfortunately having to make further corrections to his Phd and increase
his teaching hours to full time, Greenwood was unable to fulfil his commitment. Greenwood has now stepped down from his position
& we have invited London based & more actively involved artist/ academic Helena Walsh.

Helena Walsh (Independant Artist & Academic) - Will attend the AGM in January and provided the following written feedback:
“I attended all three In Conversation events. The original and thought-provoking performances that constituted this
programme went above and beyond my expectations. It was an extremely well curated and rich programme of live art
work.
While there was diversity within the focus of each event, equally many interesting links emerged across the three
events, for example, in relation to issues of gender, power, violence, liberation and entrapment. The events were very
well organised and across the programme I experienced a stunning array of challenging and stimulating performances
in which space and duration were used in varied and innovative ways.
The focus on developing engagement and dialogue between live art practitioners within the In Conversation programme was hugely successful. This opened up the practices of participating artists in intriguing ways, enabling
broader interpretations of their processes, alongside allowing the development of their practices in exciting new ways
through the conversations initiated with other artists.
Of particular note was the participation of Bean and Benjamin Sebastian, the directors of ]performance s p a c e[, in
these conversations. This provided a thoughtful and significant contribution to the programme. In implicating their
own vibrant practices in the programme they creatively demonstrated the investments and understandings that inform the ethos of ]performance s p a c e[ in a considered, sensitive manner.
Through their practical input they openly invited wider discussion around the relationship between the curatorial values that underpin ]performance s p a c e[, their individual artistic practices and the practices of the numerous artists
that featured throughout the In Conversation programme.
The curatorial approach deployed within In Conversation successfully outlined how artist-led spaces can innovatively
and creatively develop discourse around live art practice through supporting the exhibition of a broad range of artists
and is one that could provide a model for other artist-run spaces.”

Victoria Gray (Independant Artist & Academic) - Will attend the AGM in January and provided written feedback (see Victoria_
Gray_]performance s p a c e [), an excerpt of which is below:

“]performance e x c h a n g e[ brought together international performance
organisations in order to share resources, influences, methodologies and performances. At each exchange, ]performance s p a c e [ invited two additional
Performance Art organisations to share their work with peers and a London
audience. This programme was unique in that it situated emerging, early-career and established artists next to each other in a programme of work that
eschewed entrenched hierarchical structures. To be concrete, in some cases,
artists with 30+ years of experience were showing work alongside those with
less than 3 years worth of professional performance experience. This curatorial approach is incredibly important in that it smashes the glass ceiling created by most traditional curatorial selection processes which align artists of
similar ages, experiences and aesthetics. The latter model is a safe option,
and in a somewhat paranoiac fashion, obliges itself to ‘protect’ audiences
from ‘difficult’ work and the unknowable emerging artist. ]performance e x c
h a n g e[ reversed these negative exchange values that foreground aesthetic
judgement, and as a result, we were able to experience a rich programme of
new ideas, works and approaches. The idea that the ‘established’ artist has as
much to learn from the ‘beginner’ is a concept not so strange to Performance
Art and we are better for it.”

